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A GUAT WAR AGAINST BOSSISMtR7N 
FOR 
Lebagh
CLsUift Sys Wm0:::
(St. Louis Republic.)
13ossism has never been in worse
odor than in the present state of
things. The toforin tendency of the
nation hes for the moment concen-
trated upon municipal politics, turn-
ing temporarily irons it, broader
',course. Indeed, the attention of the
civilized sod sophisticated world is
focused upon the New York fight
which has more definitely defind the
issue of the people against the bosses
than it has ever helore been defined,
and clearly presents every phase of
the issue.
Have the people the power to se-
lect their own servants?
May a candidate appeal openiy and
directly to the people?
To What extent is a record in office
available as a political asset? May a
man in offioe defy the machine with
any hope of surviving the conse-
quences? Does it pay to be egret-
slimly honest in office? *These ques-
tions will be answered by the result
in Jeronse's case.
Moreover, the fight is dearly re-
seating the nature of boss politics and
the characteristics of the boso The
two kinds of government—that of
/ by and for the citizen, and that of,
by and for the boss system—are
shown in striking contrast. "The col-
lar is upon our own necks," exclaims
Joseph H. Choate„ "the shackles are
upon our feet, and the overseer in
the form of the boss is cracking his
*hip over our heads and our backs,
and the question is whether the peo-
ple cil this great city are strong
enough to throw off this brutal ty-
ranny and to denim& a oontitaaance in
office of a valiant servant of the
'people. who is being turned down by
the bosses because be is a faithful
servant of the people."
"I wi•lh could get up a good defi-
nition of the word 'bose,"' he con-
?Mum. "A creature, I should call
without scruple or conscience.
Who fills his capacious maw with
s
•
graft; who feeds his greedy followers
upon political garbage gather from
die official fietoh pots and awl)! pails;
v.ho now dictates who shall be the
csndiciates of their respective parties
for the great offices that the people
are to fill. And the members of the
party at lodge have no more to do
with the making o idle nominations
of these municipal officers than the
chikken you find playing i in the
streets." e
Governor Folk, campaigning in aid
of e similar issue in Ohio, defines the
boss as "a perverted leader who uses
the organization for business pur-
poses."
The present general and seen dis-
cussion of bossism will rai inevit-
ably the question, Where is the
dividing line between good end bad
organization? How far can organize-
tien go in aid of party wiehout be-
coming antagonistic to gerifral poli-
tical rights and the public welfare?
Certainly an organization, a machine,
whose primary motive is its own per-
retuation deserves no support what-
ever. An organization which- has, a
broader purpose and looks lei to its
own than to the party socceili is far
more reputable, but even such a one
is frequently at odds with the best
public service; while partisan organ-
izations which are guided primarily
by considerations of the best lie
service are rare. Now and we
observe one in the field with a bet
spick and clean from top to tom,
and when they do exist they are the
best possible agents of good govern-
ment. The difficulty is that they are
likely to become selfish with success,
spoiled with victory's spoils.
A few such ordeals as bosses and
machines are undergoing now, a few
more politieal uprisings, vtiould have
a wholesome effect upon organiza-
tions in general and teach them that
clean politics is the best policy and
that high-class public service is the
surest means of continuance in
power.
TO BE A CITY'S PRIDE AGAIN
New Orleaas NewCivil Court Build-
ing to Bring Life to Oid Hotel.
Empty, desolate, tenanted only by
the rats and bats and creature, of the
dark, where once thronged the plant-
ers and business men of the genera-
tion of yesterday and of the day be-
fore, the old Hotel St. Louie, or Hotel
Royal, stands now looking for the
first time in its history across a
broad open plaza that gives full scope
to the massive dignity ot its tremend-
ous front, says the New Orleans
sTimes- Democrat.
The square it looks upon signifies
the fullness of the new New Orleans,
as the fullness of the city of an earlier
age. It is said that when the . pro-
posed new Civil Court building is
completed that the old hotel will be
reediest, practically retisik without de-
stroying historic feature and points
about it, thus bringing the old and the
new face to face.
As it stands now, so utterly neg-
lected and forlorn, with its grand
staircase boarded up, with its famous
dining-room echoing only to. the
wendering footfall of some curious
visitor, with shops for old iron and
rev and bottles occupying the street
oteniegs that once received the gen-
try of the Misiimippi valley in ante-
&Hum cafes, with a blacksmith shop
in an ancient billiard room, and a
stable in a noted hair dresser's es-
tablishment—it is now the picture of
yerterday.
The turbulent history of the old
building, first the Hotel St. Louis,
and for many rears as sucb notel
through:int the rand; then the prop-
erty of the tate and the state house
during the stormy reeonstruction
.''period: then sold' TO> privOte parties
: with the onderstanding that it war
never - to be deadtered; then nessur-
' reefed irt the .short-livied Hotel Royal,
• it has Witnereed •evety great change
in the city's life since the days of the
' ldexican war. It away housed the
r 'the famous visiteresofsa half centurY.
( It has witnessed the most eplendid
festivities of the ancient regime. it
has -held within its heti* the lowest
exhibitidne of a thhe that remains In
the mentori of the state a bitter hu-
.
Yalta thies tirdeoselei changes and
'alteeatiOns in WM qiihrtet tee Vent-
- Otte, the old city wit) be rehabilitated
in a measure never dreamed a a de-
cade ago. on the great square before
the old 'hotel, on the open plaza, Is
to arise the heociacioci Civil Court
bnikip se '-*n for which the best
aechitecfe In the lahd are now coin-
petjng.
The plane esti for a stately build
mg, with wide spaces all about it, in Iona
 of thing, to be charitalak, she
a style to conform with the traditioati asserted, and she believed that any
of the spot. %man being is degraded who accepts
Exchange place, running through enything which he can give no re-
two squares toward Canal stress. well turn.
be repaved, and will be the noel Settlements a Temporary Bridge.
of conmsunication from Can .. red mon moose asserted that the settle-
to the court building. Already a
number of improvements are known
to be under contemplation for the
section when the public building is
completed. The streets about are to
be paved and widened where possible.
The old hoed itself, built in a mas-
sive style unknown in these days of
cement, granite and plaster of paris
girders, will be rebuilt within so far
as the corridors and lobiev below
stairs are concerned The great
domed banquet hall well be restored
to the condition it once held.
Frly years ago the business center
rf New Orleans was below Canal
street. For forty years agony. that
section of the city, throughlr many
agencies, has Mood still, whilathe dis-
trict above has grown and developed
"in a m placed easure that ha,  w Or-
leans in her present 
osihog 
' ' Now
the foreign tenures of lane helot"
Canal street, many -of them broken
during the recent real estate °ma in
New Orleares have so far g way
that the district is open to mprove-
ment e
  isos
Slang.
Are Indifferent to Work.
Misunderstood
"How do you like your new board-
ing house?" Hobbs inquired 4 Nob*
who had changed his atode, ells the
Portland Oregentian.
"Oh, fairly well," returned Nobbs.
"Pretty high-toned place, ain't it?''
"Yes; the waiters do eave rather
exalted voices." .
"I mean there 4ire lots of big bugs
there."
"Well, I don't know," rejoined
Nobbs, drily; "the cockroaches are
about the usual size, but perhaps the
bedbugs are somewhat larg% than
the ordinary, since I come dr think
of it."
"Oh, I meant that there was a sort
of swell let there, old man," Ventured
Hobbs in despair.
"I can't say that there is," replied
the dignified boarder. "The table' set,
by my landlady is not cakulaeld to
make anybody smell; rather thd con-
trary., I should say."
"You know what I mean, Nobbs,"'
said Hobbs, in last resort. "I mean
to say that the food and alt that is
4ut of right don't you koow."
"Not quite so bad as that; we can
see it with the aid of our glassiess,
but you are very nearly correct."
Flobbs is now taking lessons ht
English undefiled. '
(Chicago Chronicle.)
."..k note of 'drastic comment against
the actions of some club women was
struck in the Social Economics club
yakerday afternoon. It was sounded
when Mn. R.. N. Lebagh scored the
delegates to the state federation con-
vention at Joliet for devoting more
attention-to fancy dress and peek-a-
boo waists and other designs through
which the physical tint could be seen
than to the intellectual purpose of the
convention.
Mrs. Lebagh declared that out of
the great bulk of club women
throughout the state the majority
were indifferent to their work and
did not take it seriously. She said
that she did not intend to criticise the
federation, but only wished to point
out some of its faults that should be
corrected. She satirised the male
speaker, before the conistrtion and
declared that MOM of them began
with the words: "It gives me great
pleasure to talk before so large and
educated a bossy of women." She
urged that club women take a deeper
meaning of club li.le and that the
vice presidents should exert their ef-
forts to stir op feeling of greater
interest in the work.
Others Tell of Work.
A number of settksnent workers
spoke . on "Chicago Settlements,"
ainoiags_whom were Miss Mary Mc-
Dowell. Mrs. Herman Failoeirsteins
'Mist Harriet Van Der Vaart and Miss
Hall. They told imeresting
phases of the work and the progress
1AF:re making in their respective
Wilts McDowell declared there
should be a democracy industrially
and socially and that there wee a need
to generate die social feeling and the
sense of social obligation into educa-
tion, politics and business.
Mile Grace Moore, who spoke on
"The Psychology of Settlements,"
flayed the speakers on the previous 
subject and declared that there was
no one woman who did not affirm
that her settlement wan not a cliavit-
Mole institution. It wag not in the na-
tr.ent, do not pretend to reach the
vary poor, but are for and appeal to
the "well-to-do poor," for whiolt
serve as a kind of school.
"The settlement is only a bridge
put up temporarily. It is not level
now and they never will get it level.
When they do there will be no need
for it, because all mankind will be on
<eve broad, noble plane of brother-
hood and 'oriel equality."
Miss Moore spoke pointedly on
woman's clubs arid declared that they
were the outgrowth of woman's re-
volt against the rule of man and her
desire to find equality, social and
otherwise. The fact that a woman
depends on a man to pay her car
fare, she asserted, and buy her winter
hat displayed her inequality in the
race.
INIMB 
PERENCE ON CHURCH
UNION.
An interchulich conference to fur-
ther Wei-anon of a church union, for
systematic (30-operation in general
chinch work, is to be held in Oarnegie
Hidi of New York, November 15 to
21. This will be a unique gathering
in which twenty-four evangelical pro-
testant.denominations are expected to
participate, representing something
like ift,000,000 communicants. It is
expected that moire than five hundred
delegates front all parts of the coun-
try will be in attendance.
An Accommodating Advisor. ,
Dr. Washington Gladden was mitr-
ing to two young men about the evil
of speculation.
"Speculation is gambling," he said.
"It is injurious to the morals always,
and in the Majority of cases it is in-
jurious to the bank account.
"Whenever I am tempted to specu-
late I think of Ben Smith and Asa
Jones of Peetegrove, any native place.
This thought causes me to refrain. •
"lien and Asa, out walking one
afternoon, got to talking about money
matters. .si
" 41 have sonic money lying idle,'
said 'Ben Smith. 'I think I'll take a
flmsin the. stock market. What is
liveliest stock to buy, Asa?"
" 'Greenland imiprovemen t pre-
ferred, is the best thing I know of,'
Asa answered.
" 'Where can I get some of it?'
"Asa replied promptly:
"I can bet you have all you
want,'"
LNiCREA.SING EXPENDITURE.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
The national statement for October
shows an increase during the month
of more than $6,000,000. The state-
ment of receipts and expenditures
eftosis that this increae was mostly
due to an irlcreaae in expenditure-s.
Tlsk rec s !were $sneoo,000, in
a0434. tigist and the expenditures
$55,7onn00nlvines an excess of ex-
penditures the amount of $5,-
300,000. -iv
The differbece is not the full meas-
ure of the increase in expenditures, for
the receipts were larger fast month
neon in October, too.s, yet the de-
ficiency last month was $nanin000
greater than in October, loon anekthe
netease in expenditures over Octo-
ber, „igoe, was about $2.efie,000. This
increase was principally in the war
department and public works items,
it is stated. That is to say, it was
due to the Panama canal more than to
any other year.
Those who contend that it will not
be necessary to increase taxes in the
near future to meet the increased ex-
penclitures due to the canal and other
causes will find comlort in the fact
that the expenditures exceeded the
receipts during the first four months
of the last fiscal year by $21,800,000,
v hik during the corresponding period
this year they have exceeded the ree
ceipts by a little less than $15,000000,
so that the showing is $6,800,000 bet-
ter thue far this year.
It will be well, however, to bear in
mind that the expenditures 'till ex-
ceed the income. It will be well, also,
In remember that the receipts have
heen exceptionally large during the
la* few years, and that we can not
count with entire confidence on their
kteping up to the present high level.
All past experience teachen that we
must expect reatfons after extremes
of prosperity, accompanied by de-
crease in govern me tie re re nue,.
Pins*, it will be well to observe
that1 ace only at the beginning of
adduce on the Panama
that there is a prospect of
targeir increased expenditures on the
navy and for imigation and various
other public works to compensate for
;the Unsatisfactory appropriations
made* congress last winter in a fit
of among,. The expensive depart-
menu will be all the more lemon be-
cause 0 the wait and ause of the
re stniiinte placed by congress upon
the practice which had become so
deeply rooted in the executive estab-
lisboarat of exceeding the appropria-
tions and relying on the passage of
deCciency bills.
it may yet be found necessary to
increase taxer or use the retrench-
ment knife unsparingly
Lick to Nature.
"Yet, sir," said the dried beef mil-
lionaire, "I have found that what
those fellow, say about a return to
nature is all right. My country place
is jest making a new man of me.
There I ant surrounded by the works
of nature on every side, and the effect
has not been lees than wonderful."
"Where is your country place?"
"Out where there used to be that
sandy common. I have brought
trees from fifty miles away and
planted 'err,. I ,have had an artifice]
lake made. I have sodded that whole
sand dune. I have electric lights or
gas }amps/ scattered everywhere. I
have shut the surf away with a ten-
foot breakwater, I've got awning, to
keep the sun off you as you loaf
there, and fancy hedges to break
through the windes farce. I've got a
tank forty fedt square, where the
water, is heated or cooled to suit
the balthistf, 's taste. There are electric
fans out on the lawn for hot days and
steam beat can be turned on in all
the summer bonnets when the days are
chilly. The-re's nothing that the mind
of man or the ingenuity of human
hands can cosnpas, that I've not got
there to make fife comfortable. Come
out some day and get made over.
I tell you, dear boy', you fellows who
work the whole war around here in
the city- don't know how much com-
munion with dkf other Nlature will
do to set you 
up."Z.
Judge.
One or the Other.
"Who it that 4 striking-fiestilciag
young man that judt earne in?"
"Ni, face is not familar, but he's
either a distinguished musician or a
star ,football player." — Chicago
Tribune. a
Two Halves Make a Whole .
"What's become of Miss Giggles?"
asked the firs* bather.
"She's dead," replied the other '
"Graciouet No?",
"04i yes, she must be On one oc-
casion recently I heard her say she
was half drowned and on another
that she was half scared to death."—
Catholic Standard and Times. ,
VOL 22, NO. 167
HOW DO REFORMS CONCERN US?
(St. Louis Republic.)
Most men's participation in politics
is confined to a mere visit to the polls
(not at tbe primaries, but at the main
election at intervals of a year or two)
while in the hetween-times their
whole attention is concentrated on
making shoes, selling groceries, build-
ing houses, keeping books, or tending
tc the business of making a living in
a nhotmand other trays; while a set
of politicians, Co"prising a very few
men, gratuitously Riot; after the busi-
ness of governing the country. We
might inquire, by the way, what
would happen if these few men didn't
look after it? Suppose nobody looked
after it. Yet the poor, unfortunate
politician, from the worst to the best,
gets small thanks for his pains. Possi-
bly he doesn't depend altogether on
thanks. He may deserve just what he
gets from the ungrateful public.
On periodical occasions, when the
people become agitated, there is none
so poor to do him reverence. The
mass of people become "citizens" for
the nonce, dens:edge bosses, machines
and politicians 'An gene,ral and "re-
form" the affairs 'wbich, they have
neglected in the long interims -be-
tween elections. Ordinarily they
strike single blow for good govern-
ment, they give politics a lick and a
promise, and straightway lapse from
their sporadic "citizenship" of a day
into the absorbing business of mak-
ing a living. Naturally enough the
politicians come out of hiding and are
soon back at their old tricks.
It would be better for thet thiptiblic
if the average man were a dtion
not cords, but every day in the rift.
The average man need not be, apel
never will be. a practical politkien,
but he would fare better, and his
town, state and nation would litre
better, if he would better live up to
,his capacity and opportunity as a I
in a government "of, by and (Or'
people." The common mistake of
general public is in restricting the
"duties" of citizenship to there of a
voter. k citizen is something more
than a leiter. The function of a citi-
zen is More than voting, whereas the
sate
SHADE TREES.
In the beautifying of a city special
attention should be paid to shade
trees in the residence portions and
the parks. A tree is one of the Montt
notable objects of nature, and a
beautiful shack tree is a joy and a
blessing. The St. Louis Globe-Dem-
ocrat says:
"In the most beauthlul cities of the
world the shade trees are scarcely
second to architecture in pleasing
iffk-cts. The architects and city
forester, supplement each other, and
the most delightful scenes ace those
in which the efforts of both blend
harmoniously. American towns, as a
rule, spring up without attention to
shade trees, but the time comes when
the lack is pressed upon public at-
tention -by comparison with other
cities that have been less negligent.
Superficially viewed, shade trees are
a 'minor item. But, in fact, they are
one of the most important branches
of municipal work. They add to the
value of property to an extent but
little understood, though every pur-
chaser of a home knows how much
he is attracted by a well-ehaded
street. A few welt-developed shade
trees on a vacant lot other goted
specinsens along the curbs, are to
bring along customers willing to pay
a higher price than on a naked high-
way. The general vistas of a well-
planted neighborhood are worth still
more. All large cities are multiply-
ing parks and boulevards in which
trees, shrubbery and lawns are a
price of property in such localities
with that in other sections, outside of
bonne's, and a true idea is formed
of valises and their basia. Shade trees
are property of a precious kind.
The city shade tree should be a
special object of care on the part of
the municipal authorities. It should
I e guarded and protected. No one
should be allowed to hitch a horse to
it. No candidate or other advertiser
should be permitted to tack a placard
on it, or allow it to be abused in any
way. Not only should the planting
of trees in a city be encouraged and
the trees protected against vandalism,
but the trees outside of the city ;along
the roads should be conserved and
protected for the nab)* benefit. It is
pia:eking to see fine forest trees along
the Glendale trolley line and along
the turn-pikes defaced with all sorts
of tin and paper signs that are tacked
upon them. The trees should be re-
spected for the public's grace.
Subicribe for The Register. IL
average coeception of a citizen is one
who votes merely at general elections.
I Citizenship comprkes rating and
supervision, the latter better quite as
important as the former. Without a
, watchful, supervisory interest in
public affairs a man's ballot is not
likely to count for much. The duties
'of a vigilant and participating citizen-
ship are sime",e eneugh—tet seep an
eye open for what the polifklans are
doing, and to pertiorra a few small
individual furictione'soc" In-as regis-
tration and voting at pridiatriesi - inci-
dent to politics in vitter thay be
called its preparatory state.
The vast wave of refontl;' of moral
denunciation, of invest nation, of ex-
posure, prosecution, and general agi-
tation of questions of -politics and
government which is rolling over the
American country will only count as
it affects the individual. What has it
done, what is it doing for you? Arc
you stimulated to become a better
and more intelligent citizen yourself?
Are your convictions and resolves
deepened Are you giving a personal
response to the great question pro-
pounded of your country's future?
Are you heeding the call? Is your
real patriot ism asset k en< d—t hat pa-
triotism which, like charity, begins at
home? Have you fixed' your *ter-
mination to be a better .voter, a better
citizen, and a better man? Will you
do your share?
Good citizeriship at yesterday'.;
polls won some preliminary battles—
a good citizensbip of intelligence and
conviction which rose aboVe par timer,
ship. The victory, zsuch
should cheer and eisedunor *100,
man over the blend land to faller
realization of individual political op-
portunity. The real citizenship of the
country should be strengthened aed
moved to perm:Fee in the contest
against that which is unwholesome,
injurious and deeply menacing to
American, life; while it should swell
the ranks, with eager, and, above all.
stanch, recruits in preparation for the
larger battle which shall prove the
real test of civic mettle toward which
we are rapidly moving.
The Country Doctor.
Wendt rson Journal)
The presence in Henderson of a
renowned aurgeon and the great in-
terest evanced all over the country
whenever something notable or ex-
ceptional in medicine finds its way
into the papers, obscure the fact that
fully three-fourths of the medical
practice of the world devolves upon
the country doctor.
His work is a lab?! of lqvi,ofsrdia-
om day; and decides* Iliebte, of
(travel throdith storm and &eel.
through -blinding dust and scorching
sun. He must be a man fertile in re-
source, a physician and surgeon, a
compounder of drugs and a judge of
mankind. His affice hours are from
sunrise to sunrise; he has no time
he can call his own, and is required to
be at once a beeper of the people's
health arid the guar4an of, their
most precious secrets. By virtue of
his profession and his intimate
knowledge of all things ainl persons
around him, he accomplishes much
tenet and could, if he chose; work
much -evil. But `his trust is sacred
and his record unassailable.,
We applaud and marvel et the
PASTEURS, the JENNVS. are
KNOCIiS, we read the inondrous
stories of the X-ray and the fluro-
scope, we consider with awe the
wonderful cures of the great Vienna
specialist and we forget, when we do
not sneer at, the country doctor.
But he is there all the time, active,
inductrious, indefatigable and long-
suffering, poorly paid when paid at
all and never appreciated. When he
dies his funeral is the wonder of the
neighborhood; while be Fives he is a
poor gentleman, poorly though of.
God bless him!
Pound in a Kansans Pockets.
(Clay Center Times.)
A fairly well equipped gentleman,
true to his calling and to hie felende,
carries quite a kit of took. There is
a jackknife, a match box, a cigar cut-
ter, a nail file, e corkscrew; a finger-
nail tool and possibly a cigar-holder
and sortie good 5-centers to give
away. And yet women wonder what
'se finds to pet in his pockets. To
facilitate further the business of just
hangieg atenmd ha mese have a little
money, a handkerchief, bunch of
'keys, fountain pen, some lead pencils
and sharpener, eyegiesses, notebook;
watch, old letters, papers, of more or
less supposed value and a cardcase.
Nlot one pocket could be spared un-
less it is the one on his nightshirt
and that !Getty so sweet.
Alb
1=•.A.13-u-a.A.1-17a
Greatest Clothing Sale
CHAMBLEE BROTHERS
ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OF $4o,000 WORTH OF HIGH GRADE CLOTHING, SHOES, HATS, AND FURNISHINICS WILL BE AT THE MERCY OF THE PEOPLE FOR 15 DAYS; TO BE SOLD AT
57c ON THE DOLLAR. A SALE WITHOUT A COUNTERPART OR A PARALLEL THAT WILL BLAZE ATRAIL THROUGH THE TANGLED MESHES OF COMPETITION, ANNIHILATING HIGH
PRICES. tumnignotri,,,
Sale Positively Opens Thursday, November 16, and
Will Continue fOr Only Fifteen Days 
Notice—This entire stock will be marked in plain figures. We assure each and every purchaner absolute satisfaction, and we will take back, exchange or refund your money on any purchase unsatisfactory whatsoever.
The budding is now cloned te arrange and remark every garment so that the masses can be handled, and will remain closed until Thursday, Nov. x6 when the world's greatest sale positively opens.
Prices Wrecked in Every Line
Fifteen of Ilniznitable bargains before the public, beginning Thursday November x6th, and continuing for 15 days. This entire Chamblee Brothers stock is all new goods and abounds with money saving inducements that
will prove a tonic for overworked pocket books. We caution you to come early, as this sale will last x5 days orJy. Everything must go rapidly. This is the first sale of this kind in this vicinity, and may never be offered. t
Bear in mind there are arse. housand other articles we cannot mention here. We advise you to save this and brtng it with you, so you can get exactly the goods mentioned in this document. Remember no postponement.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every instance or your money refunded immeckately. Merchants from this city or vicinity to buy portions of this stock at the same retail price herein listed will be wafted on only between the
hours of 8 and 9 every morning. 1 •
-I.- ..104.211.1LAE,'
Mens Clothing
A full suit of men's 1 GR
clothes worth $5.00 for. a • 741,
Men's black and fancy 
alw 
Q8
weave snits worth $6.5o, at •dy
Men's Suns in Scotch and Cheviots
worth $8.co, or your ok Ast
money back siPS-296.
Men's Splendid Cassirnere no
innts in great variety ... 44,70
This suit is worth $1o.00 or your
money back any time during the sale.
Men's all wool Dress Suits in plain
black, plaids and fancy ,„„, la
stripes. This suit is pos-
itively worth  $13.50
At $998 you are free to take choice
of any $15.00 suit in the house, as
finely made with silk and satin lin-
ings, elegantly finished nis the
most fa,tichous dresser
could desire 9998
Men', Extra • Fine Business and
Dress Suits all the latest styles and
fabrics, equal in every respect to
the finest tailor-made
suits  11.98
Overcoats
Men's Heavy Overcoats in Black and
Blue Beavers, sewed with siiJ
and worth every cent of
$7•50,  2.98
• Men's Fine Overcoats in English
Ulster cloths, Kersey*. Meltons
Beavers, black, blue. and brown.
This mat is positively owrth
Paco or your money
back.   4.98
Men's Extra Fine Melton and Beaver
Overcoats, something you can be
proud ci, and fully 
7'48worth $15.00 
Another high-gralie Coat in that
swell new market effect in five dif-
ferent shades, some silk and some
satin lined, equal to custom made
and worth Ono° or
back tor the
asking 
your money
9.98
Overcoats at $11.98 and$12,48 represent the product of
the world's-celebrated loom. sod
the most skillful tardora They
equal any $40.00 tailor-made-tie-or-
der garment in the world.
Boys suits
and overcoats
Boys' Knee Pant Suits
worth $1.00 for  •
Boys' Knee Pant Suits
worth $2cis. for 
Boys' Knee Pant Suits and
Overcoats worth $2.50 at.. 1.19
Boys' Knee Pant Suits and -1 A8Overcoats worth $2.50, at.. as-r•
Boys' Knee Pant Suits and
Overcoats worth $3.50 at r•yrao
59c
98c
rants, Vests
15o pairs men's workusg
Pant. north $t.5o, for .... 79C
350 pairs Men's dress Pants
98Cworth $2 oo, :or
Men's fine Trousers for business
wear, worsted and fancy stripes,
positively worth $2.5o
and $3.00, at U.
Men's very fine Trousers., imported
Worsteds and Cassinteres, worth
$4 oo and $5.00 OT your
sr/0m.y back. 2'48
A big lot of men's and boys' odd
Vents at le 19. 29 and 484'•
One lot of men's and boys' odd
Goats at 33e nin the dollar.
noo pairs Knee Pants
M 
Wool and Worsted
,too pairs Knee Pants at 
19C
38c
AN of the extra fine Wool Worstnd
and fancy weaves
at 
  48C
Shoes for
the whole family
Men's Heavy work Shoes
worh $t.5o, for 98C
soo pairs men's Oil-Grain and Kan-
garoo Sample Shoes
worth $2.00, at  1.19
400 pairs men's McKay Sewed fine
Shoes worth $2.50, 1 69at • 
300 pairs men's Goodyear Welt
Shoes in all leathers and
sizes, worth $300, 1.98
1.000 pairs men's very fine Shoes, all
Goodyear sewed in every style and
leather that shoes are
made in, worth
$3.50 to $5.00 2.48
1,900 pairs boys' misses' and chil-
dren's shoes at 57t. on the $1.00.
.35o pais ladies' Shoes that would he
cheap a $1.50,
for .98C
soo pairs ladies
styriest worth $am
for 
6so pairs ladies very fine
Shoe, at 
worth $2.50.
250 pairs lathes' Patent
er and Vici Shoes,
$300 to $.,00.
fine Shoes in all
1.19
1448
.1.98
1,350 pairs ladies' Sample Shoes at
334. on the dollar.
row other articles we cannot men-
tion.
HAI Department
Men's Hats in great variety at
48, 69, 98, 1.19, 1.48, 1.98,
which is less than soc on the (11.11ar.
Men's and boys' Caps, all the newest
creations, at ........ .....
5, 8, 12, 19, 38, 48, 63, 79
Umbrellas at
39, 69, 98 and 119
would be cheap at doable these
figures.
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One lot boys' work Shirts • • • •130
One lot men's Dress
north soc, for  
Shirts 29c
Over r.000 men's Fancy Colored
Dress Shirts and
Satines worth 75c,
Black
f or 3t. c
Birriensiic Fancy Dress
worth $r= the world
over, at, 48c
Wihson Brow. famous make Fanny
Drell Shirts, worth $1•50.
for 
Men's Fleece Lined and
Ribbed Underwear at   29C
too dozen tasks' Handkerchiefs, ic
Men's White Handkerchefs, 246.
Men's Hemanitched 34s.
Men's Turkey Red and Blue
Handkerchiefs 3c.
too dozen Grey Mixed Nati
Hose
too dozen Black Half1b-
Mess and ladies' Seistniens
'Hose 
Men', good Heavy
at 
Boys' Suspenders at 
25c Suspenders at 
Men's 33c Suspenders at 
Men's .5oc Suspenders at  
Suspernkrs
6.
4.
12e
19.
270.
70.
Men's Gloves in great variety at ..
12, 17, 22; 29, 38, 48, 69
positively no goods sold or no one allowed in the store until Chursday November 16, at
9 a. m. the opening day wilt be a gala day. there will be music. Don't rail to come.
Railroad fare paid each and every purchaser of $25 and over. Sale positively opens at
9 o'clock sharp, thursday, November 16, 1905, and closes in fifteen days.
MARK THE DATE AND MARK
IT WELL. THURSDAY, NO-
VEMBER 16. THE HOUR IS
SET. LET NOTHING KEEP
YOU AWAY. Chamblee Bros. Storeroom
REMEMBER THE PLACE.
430 ON BROADWAY, OPPO-
SITE THE PALMER HOUSE.
DON'T FORGET THE PLACE
AND DATE.
430 Broadway, Opposite Palmer House, Paducah, Ky.
r.••••=11=11.0mo•••••,....•••-•••
We hereby agree to refund the money on all goods if not satisfactory to purchaser,
Look for the large Red Sign Reading "THIS IS CHAMBLEE BROTHERS"
WANTED: 50 experienced clothing and shoe salesmen and salesladies.
4
•
•
•
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EWEST NEW YORK FASHIONS
AS PICTURED BY FANNIE FIELD
LATEST STYLES IN EVENING COSTUMES, LACES, FURS.
For dinner and evening gowns the
list of materials has been greatly ex-
tended, making choice an embarrass-
ing problem. Of sheer, and semi-
sheer fabrics with embroidered broche
or printed designs in superb floral
effects, the provision is abundant, and
there are laces and nets of most at-
tractive allure, silks and velvets of
special beauty, and to these are added
such a variety of lace and spangled
robes, as was never before offered in
one season.
White Silk Chantilly.
Which comes by the yard, (forty-
eight inches wide), is employed as the
foundation of some very attractive
evening gowns, and also for skirts to
be worn with the quaint, picturesque
. coats of Pekin striped or brocaded
silk, showing papier effects, or bong
coat tails as the back. An exquisite
decollette =Ode in white chantilly,
had around 40 full border a deep, in-
serted band of black velvet applique
lace, framed in elaborate bands of
Trish crochet lace; there was a wide
band of black velvet ribbon on the
edge, andthe bodice was of chantilly,
trimmed in accordance with the skirt.
A deep girdle of palest blue satin, and
a bouquet of pale blue and silver
roses completed the costume.
The Variety of Laces.' .
Employed as robes (or shaped
skirts) includes princess, Belgian and
French renaissance, Irish and baby
crochet, and combinations of venise
and point gaze, chantilly and lierre,
have put in their perennial appear-
ance. Now the alencon which has
not been seen for several years, the
Spanish point and escurial laces have
&en revived. The very great novelty
in lace, called Japanese, is embroi-
dered wit ha fine, white silk fiber
silk, on very open mesh, white sibk
net, and when used as an applique
trimming, or made into a robe, over
a high lustre silk lining, it has ex-
actly the effect of silver embroidery.
The newest style for evening gowns
is the empire, which has been almost
exclusive:y adopted by Paquin, and
other leading authorities in European
centers.
Styles in Furs.
Are not decided until after C. C.
Shayne's opening, which ie of spe-
cial interest this season, his magnifi-
cent furs being now displayed in the
new building, extending through the
entire block from Forty-first to For-
ty-escond ',trete thus affording in-
creased facilities for showing off ele-
aaant garments of mink, seal, Hudson
Ray and Russian sables and of the
latter his stock is universally conced-
ed to be the largest in the world.
A Most Desirable
Short, collarless tailored coat is of
seal. 'broadtail, Persian or caracul,
double-breasted or open showing re-
vers, and belt from the side seams.
with handsome clasp at the back, and
three elegant jeweled, French buttons
at one side. The skirt is very short,
and the sleeves of medium size. Col-
larless box coats, loose and semi-fit-
ting, in similar furs, come in lengths
from twenty-two to forty-six inches.
Short coats of mink are from twenty-
four to twenty-eight inches in length.
Regulation stock coats in Russian ef-
fects, that is to say, straight front
and tight back, are shown in Persian
lamb and Alaska seal ranging from
twenty-two to forty-six inches.
An Elegant Long Coat
(Forty-six inches.) of dark, eastern
mink, has a specially handsome skin
eurvedat back and front in empire
shape Sleeves are very large at top,
with broad cuffs, and elegant jeweled
buttons give an appropriate finish. A
remarkably elegant coat is of broad-
tail three-quarter length, tight-fitting
at the back and blouse front, with
shoulder cape an (livery large sleeves,
fortned of a drooping puff, with a
frill below, which in torn falls over
a broad, open cuff, finished by wide
Venetian lace.
Super Shoulder Capes
Of Itudson Bay and Russian sable
(having large, soft collars) are trim-
med around with tails and one or two
placed about half-way down the stole,
are au additional ornament. Enrine
and chinchilla capes are of all sizes,
varying from the simple cravat (in
three pieces) to those of considerable
size, the larger proportion showing
long ends. Neck pieces and boas in-
clude almost every fur, and at all
prices. Combinations, in which er-
mine js an essential,. are confined to
fancy furs, and especiply attractive
on large, pillow muffs, which is the
newest shape. Many beautiful com-
binations are finished with passenten-
terie, cord and tailgels: Automobile
coats of cloth. lined 'with squirrel,
marmot, or mink are in great de-
mand, also those of Russian pony.
4•tf,
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This handsome street costume, the
illustration of which is supplied by
the Delineator, consists of a blouse
jacket of mink dyed, squirrel trim-
med with ermine, and green velvet
skirt of live gores, sufficiently wide
at the top to admit of adjustment by
tucks or shirrings to yoke depth or
gathers at the belt. The pattern
makes provision for five nun-tucks of
gradually increasing depth.
In the Way of Trimming
Indian bead-work is a novelty this
season and copies in straight bands
or smalb motif designs. It is rather
expensive, which will keep it exclu-
sive, and it affords a novel touch of
color to relieve a sombre, neutral
tinted toilette. FANNIE FIELD.
LADY DIED
Remains to Be Taken to Marshall
County Today for Interment
Mrs. Lucy Bel:e McBride died at
her home on Asheraft avenue, after
a 14C1retal weeks' illness with compli-
cated ailments.
The deceased was fifty years o fage
and had resided in this city only a
few month&
The remains will he taken back to
Marshall county today for burial.
Our candies are pure, frIsh and de-
licious, made by the oldest candy
maker in Paducah Mr. Miller. We
guarantee every pound to be free
from all injurious ingredients.
417 B'way. Hawkins Bros. Phone 982.
Meekness does not buy mastery at
the cost of manliness,.
SOCIETY NOTES
(Contined from second page.)
Re-organised for Winter.
The ladies of the Charity club
have effected a re-organization of
their body for this winter's work and
this week expect to-commence enter-
ing actively upon their duties. At a
meeting held Thursday morning with
Miss Comic Grundy, at her home on
North Seventh near Jefferson street,
the officers for the' ensuing twelve
months were chosen as follows: Miss
Comic Grundy, secretary, and Miss
Elizabeth Sinnott, treasurer.
The ladies will this winter conduct
their plans upon the same idea ex-
e-ting last, regarding money to help
prosecute their work of relieving tht
poor and distressed condition of needx
people. The public at large will I:4
asked to contribute, while anyone cati
become a regular member, pay the
fee, and then when mendicants come
to their places of business or homes
for help, the housekeeper or business
man can give the distressed one a
card to the secretary of the club, who
thoroughly investigates the case and
then iiurnishes whatever assistance she
deems advisable_ In thie manner they
prevent themselves from being im-
posed on by vrorthless people not de-
serving aid.
Q4Lk-e4WQ
WEITLAUF-MASON.
On Tuesday, November 28th, there
will be. united in marriage at St.
Frances de Sales parsonage Miss
Hellene Wititlauf and Mr. E. Mason.
both of this city. Rev. Father Jan-
sen officiates foa the ceremony.
The dainty young lady is a pretty
and charming girl, the daughter of
Mir.. A. W. Weitlauf, of West Broad-
way.
Mr. Nilsson is connected in a cleri-
cal capacity with the big Chamblee
establishment, on Broadway near
Fifth street, and is an excellent, re-
liabhe and businesslike young man
of sterling worth and popularity.
*WM*
Elaborate Concert.
The concert for next Thursday
evening at The Kentucky promises to
tie one of the most gorgeous and
elaborate affairs, from a musical and
vocal, 'Standpoint, of anything given
here for years of a similar nature.
The leading *artists in these lines of
this city will help in the big affair,
that is to be given by the Daughters
of the American Revolution, who will
divert the money into the fund being
raised by this and other bodies, for
purpose of buying a handsome silver
service set and presenting it to this
city's namesake, the gunboat Padu-
cah, which will visit here next sprng,
and at that time the set will be given
the officers and crew. The tickets for
the concert are now on sale at Mc-
and Walker's drug stores,
Oglivie's establishment, Commercial
club, and Oehleschlaeger's deug store.
The city legislative boards last
week instructed the city auditor,
Alexander Kirkland, to forward to the
secretary of the navy, the official in-
vitation from this entire municipality,
requesting the anticipated visit from
the gunboat which will have to wait
until next year, as the heighth of the
water in the Mississippi and Ohio
rivers will not permit of her advent
tip those streams until more water ex-
ists.
44(efWg
Lovely Affair.
In compliment to the eighty-third
birthday of Mks. A. L. Robertson, of
South Tenth street, bee children.
grandchildren and others entertained
her with a delightful surprise supper
ThUrsday evening, at which time the
many relatives and others were pres-
ent.
Mks. Robertson is one of the city's
most highly esteemed and dearly be-
loved ladies who has made this city
her home for many years past. With-
out her knowledge the children and
others prepared an elegant feast and
at supper hour all swarmed to the
,place and spent tine of those joyous
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and:well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and2are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country. •
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
in.ghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
[M Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
evenings known only to the family
circle. She was remembered in many
ways with nice presents, etc.
Summer Theatre.
Prospects are that The Casino at
Wallace park will be maintained next
season on a standard superior to that
of the years oast, as the new owners
of the street car company intend to
improve the popular playhouse in
many ways, it now belonging to
them. Early in the spring this work
will be started, and when completed
this city put in possession of one of
the truist up-to-date summer theatres
in the country.
In addition to remodeling the
building and stage, it is possible the
playhouse will be placed on the cir-
cuit composed, of Nashville. Chata-
nooga, Huntsville, Ala., and Knox-
ville Tenn., as Manager Allen of the
Cinderel:a company, which played
here la.t week, conferred with Mr:
John Bleecker while here on that
point, the former having charge of
the circuit.
Church Bazaar
The different church ladies *of this
city are preparing to give their usual
Thanksgiving and Christmas 'bazaars,
that will continue for seveAl 'rays in
each instance. The ladies of St.
Fransis de Sales wil start theirs
next week and keep open for three
days. As yet they have not chosen
the building in which it will be con-
ducted.
Birthday Dinner.
Thursday at noon City Jailer
Thomas Evitts and wife entertained
about twenty-friends at their hand-
some home on the Major MOSS place,
in Areada, with a sumptuous dinner
in compliment to the anniversary of
the birthday of Mrs. Evitts.
Tlie huge table groaned under the
seasonable delicacies that were served
with that profuse and liberal hand
which always characterizes the hos-
pitable jailer and his most estimable
and beloved wife .
tite4W.
Miss Tucker Weds.
Happily surprised were many
friends of here to receive the past
week, information announcing that on
some date yet to be set this mid-win-
ter, there would be united in marrige
Miss Linnie Belle Tucker, of Louis-
ville, and Dr. Guy Harrison McFall,
of Detroit, Mich. This news comes
as a source of much delight to many
Paducahans, who were won as warm
friends and admirers by the dash-
ing bride to be, who is a beautiful
young lady, possessed of winsome
rand unusually bewitching manners
that have gained' for.her much friend-
ship.
She is the danghter of M-s, M. B.
Tucker, of Louisville, and has often
visited here at the home of her uncle,
Captain J. E. Williamson, Sr., of
North Sixth street.
She is a recognized social favor-
ite in the Falls City and is well-
known throughout the state.
*41141 V4)
Anniversary Honored
Many were delighted with the
'charming entertainment furnished
them Thursday evening at the First
Baptist church by the Ladies Mite
society of that congregation, that
body of women celebrating the
thirty-third anniversary of the exist-
ence ei their church society. During
the evening many were present, and
besides being joyed with the happy
programme, were served with refresh-
ments, and accorded other forms of
diversirin. A free-will offering was
taken up and quite a nice sum real-
ised by the good workers, who put
the mony into their treasury to help
forwarding their religions Work.
The programme outlined for the
occasion was as follows:
Miss Fannie Coleman—Vocal Sol,.
'Gertrude Lukens.—Reading.'
Wilb V. Greene—Baritone Solo.
Grace Lassiter—Reading.
Miss Ethel Cellissi—Vocal Solo
Mesdames Stewart and Raeh—
Vocal Duet.
Mts. Dr. H. H. Duley—Reading
John Frank Cheek—Bass Solo
Mire David Flournoy—Solo.
Attie D. Foster—Reading.
Robert Chastaine—Tenor Solo.
Mirs. Lelia Lewis—Solo.
Flossie Craig—Vocal Solo.
*/11141119;41
Wedding of Interest Here.
1 nuptial of huge interest to many
Paducahans is that of next Wednes-
day morning at to o'clock at the
home of the bride, Miss Evelyn Har-
irison of Dyersburg. Tenn , at which
time she will be united in marriage
to Mr. Wallace Wyatt Moore, of
Union City, Tenn. The bride has of-
'ten visited- here at the home of Miss
,Evelyn Walker, of Broadway, near
Sixth street, who is herself spebding
the winteriat that Tennessee citi and
will he one of the bridesmaids for the
,occasion. The other attendants will
be Misses Clynthe Harrison, Of
Pfryersbrug, Misses Matta and Char-
4otte Dilliams of Memphis. Mr. R.
S Parke. of Union City, is. best man,
and Messrs. Clifford Jones, of Uniog
City, and William Harrison, of
Memphis, other attendants for the
orroom. Following thc ceremony the
couple fo East on their bridal tour,
and return to Union City November
25th to make their home.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Lewis Harrison, a prominent Dyers-
burg business non, and many frient
here sent forward congratulations'
'To nthe happy event.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. 22nd. Tons,
South Bound. No. tor
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch  3:40 p.m.
Leave Central City  3:55 Pim
Leave Nortonville  4:37 P.m.
t.eave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton  5:25 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  6:4o p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:45 13
-m
-Arrive Fulton  755 p.m.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.  8.31 p.m.
Arrive Rives  8:39 p.m.
Arrive Jackson  ,
Arrive Memphis  10:30 p.m.
Arrive New Orleans  11:00 a.m.
- --
Mirth Bound. No. 102
Leave New Orleans.— . i 
 7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis  6:5o 2.M.
Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives  -  9:42 a.m.
Leave Gibbs  9:48 a.m.
Leave Fulton  io:10 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  ti:20 a.m.
Leave Paducah  11:25 2.ffL
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
 3:50 iJn.
Arrive Evansville  6:25 p.m.
Arrive Nortonville  1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City  2:03 p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:00 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  4:55 p.m.,
Arrive Louisville  5:35 p.m.
Arrive Cincinnati  9:15 p.m,
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 p.m.
6:30
12:08 a.m.
1:03 a.m.
1.:40 arm
4:40 13.m.
2:27 a.m.
3:40 a.m.
3:45 a.m.
:30 a.m.
5:t7
5:23 a.m.
7:15 am.
8:is a.m.
8:15 p.m.
NO. 121
7:25a.m.
*crooa.m.
:o5a.m.
12:yop.m.
:28a.rn.
8:30a.m:
:2oa.m.
2:35p.m.
czspsn..
4:2op.m.
6:oop.m.
8:30p.M.
No. roe
9:T5
8:50
70:10
11:58
9:75
12:35
1:43
1:48
3:o3
9140
9:45
3:51
4:30
5:13
8:15
7:50
11:55
a.m.
p.m.
pin
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a m.
a.m.
a. in.
2.M,
a.m.
a.m.
No. 122
6:ooa.m.
740&.m.
7:soa.m.
9:29s. In.
ro:35a.m.
:3oa.m.
12:5ep.ne
4:55P.m,
4'55P.1m-
ST. LOUIS
(North sound.)
No. 306, No, 374.
Lv. Paducah... • 12:40P•111. 4:aop.m.
At. Carbondale . 4 :p.m. 8 :4op.m.
Ar. Chicago  5:30a .m. Rosa.m.
Ar. St. Louis  8:05p.m. 7:08a.m.
DIVISION.
(South Bound-)
No. 305. No. 375.
Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m. 9:40p.m.
Lv. Chicago..'.. 2:50a.m. 6:2op.m.
Lv. Carbondale. 11:40a .m. 7 :o5a.m.
Ar. Paducah.... 3 :35p.m. ii :ooa.m.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.) •
to1-2o1 135-835
Lv. Hopkinsville :20a.rrs. 6:4csa.m. Lv.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a m. Lv.
Ar. Padscah.... 4:15p.m. 9:25a.m. Lv.
Lv. Paducah.... 700p.m. 9:30gm...Ar.
Ar. Cairo  8:35p.m. it :loa.m.
Ar. St. Lours  7:08ans. 5:oop m. Ar.
kr. Chicago  8 :oeit.rn 9:30p.m. Ar.
Chicago....
St. Louie ..
Cairo 
Paducah 
Paducah 
Princeton  
Hopkinsville
LINE.
(South' Bound.)
122-822
6:20p111.
9:40
p.m.
6:ooa.m.
7 :4a111.
7 :5oa.m.
9 :292-111.
1361.836
9:45a-m-
2:15e.m.
6:2ow.m.
8:icipan.
8:i5p.m.
9:50leen.
II :oop.m.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Train, 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
111-emplis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepeis between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, 'address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, raducala, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, M.
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
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Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OrszERED TO THE VUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE mewl, SU:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARi: SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tr/ac PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, i5c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL F.FFECr, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEV-e;ABLie C.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECIS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOFING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCEb THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOU I 11 IIIIRD ST PADUCAH. KV
MAIM, NUR & CO.
Subscribe for The Register
0
a
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
househoid are constantly risking, their
health. Dciective plumbing genera...,
germ-bearing sewer giscs which pollute
tht atmosphere and cannot help beit:ibe
breathed by the occupants.
Let ut examine the condition of your
pluinbiag, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely litasideeit Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our 
illustrated
booklet "Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
ii
Does Your Watch
, Need Repairing?
pokyou want a first class Job by an
expert iworkman? If you do take
•it to
John 1. 13leich. "meter.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
J COULSON,
i. P LUMB1NG...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133 5..) Broadway.
+4-1-t-S4-H-14-04•+44-1-1-4-4-144-1-1-1-1•4-1-1-1s1s4s4i-1-444
1
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduo412, Kentuckiy,
Capital and Surpluts $155,4aclo
'ED P. NOBLE, PRES. O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN 'CULIN CASHIER.
Transscts all 'regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
gra cent per
proof vault
ihey and no
annum on time card/1mM of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
for rent at $3 to $ro per year as to size. You carry your owe
one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
litailding piarposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS 'IS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dart and discolored.
LET ME TELL 1 10U MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, rboo TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
The Pipe or the Cigar Habit. INTERESTING ITEMS.
(Chicago Clwonick.)
Not all the people who indulge in
speculation on the subject of tobacco
and assume to give advice with refer-
ence to its use can make just claim to
knowing much about it. In most
cases they imagine that because to-
bacco is offensive or nauseating to
them it must be, or at least should be,
so to all.
Men are alike only within certain
broad lines in their susceptibility to
the influence of what they eat or.
drink or smell. Within those lines
there are infinite shades of difference,
just as their faces vary so endlessly
that no two faces are ever precisely
alike. In the same way tobacco may
be deleterious to some and not at
all so to others.
In their insistence on the evil of
the expectoration habit, however, 
,
anti-tobacco crusaders bavenaisedion 
fling company's
an argument of more genial* appa- C*I-• recently-
tionstront61:layn most 
othpresi
rol;iteaad. verasidasia-s as thakiei
_The Bosnian is as celebrated in
difference to the trade and to die
popular tobacco habit, nainilating
the latter more nearly with the pitac-r-
tice in Europe, where the chewing of
,tobacco is rare and the smoking to-
bacco in pipes exct-Ils the cigar (tabu
very isireatly.
I America is the land of the cigar,
even more than those tropical regions
where the more costly varieties of to-
bacco are produced. AT for the.
cis-ttte 1--ssit. it scarcely belongs in
cussion. It is per- Dr. Eiger of Warsaw, a Jewish clot-s '•- bacco r! s pa
- 
rso.e.r than tobacco-smoking.
is a fa -t not always remembered
at the cigar habit is more promo-
tive of expectoration than the pipe
habit. This increases the liability of
the cigar smoker to injurious conse-
qi uences to his internal economy, and
i the liability is further increased by
[the fact that cigar-smoking brings to-
.bacco directly in contact with the
Isensitive mucous surfaces of the
!mouth and tongue and pipe-smoking
brings to that contact only the smoke
of tobacco.
The smoking air in a room in which
one .cigar was smoked the evening
before is much more offensively ma-
lodorous than if a dozen pipes had
been dosed alike in both eases. As
offensive a thing as a man can do is
to carry lighted cigar into a closed
room or street car and there kit it
die out. It would not be one-teeth
as offensive if be continued actively
smoking.
It is a potent fact, too, that the
pipe habit is far the cheaper, and
when this consideration is added to
the sanitary the chances are thatake
agitation will tend to make thO, pips
falrionabie here as in Europe, but
not to reduce the smoking habit as a
whole. nor 'be quite to the liking of
the trade.
Paraguay has only 150 miles of rail-
way.
Maxim Gorky, who was arrested in
Sr. Petersburg as a revolutionist,
owes his liberty to Count Witte. k
_Many the large ocean grey.
hounds carry cats as mascots, ,these
pets being well known to globe-
trott bets.
England's first spinning milt to be
worked by eletricity has been started
at Pendlebury Manchester, It con-
tains 8o,oeo spindles and has no
chimney.
r.urope for the firearms, sabres and
knives which he manufactures as the
inhabitants of Toledo were for their
fine-edged triodes.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a; now
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at:reasonable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(IncorporatedL)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd:and Monroe
And lioUsehold Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
_Abtam L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
A.ocidtPt. Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Oarnpbell Block.
• Vince Phone 360.
The Spinster—(How many I
did you say year hnsbandsbel isnot
to?
The Wife—Fifteen.
The Spinster—Mly Goodness, just
think of a man being out fifteen
nights a week! Well, I'm glad I'm
an old maid.—Chicago News,
▪ Residence Phone 7341
Women's Treachery. I
Even the best and obsess of women,
observes the London Queen, are of-
ten quite oddly, almost inexplicably
cruel toward members of their own
sex. It is women who make men
doubt about women, not men. It is
women who hint to us that we are
fools to be "so easily taken in."
The Wherefore.
"Why do you rah your dog 'Emper-
or Bill'?" inquired the summer board-
er.
"Becitz," replied Farmer Geehaw,
"to hear him growl ye'd think he
wuz tire fiercest ever, but there ain't
nobuddy ever seed him in a genuwine
scrap."
Affecting China.
St. Petersburg, Nov. to.—M. Pok-
toiloff, the Russian minister at Pekin,
has been charged by his government
to 'condisct the negotiations with
Chula arising from the peace treaty
signkd at Portsmouth.
The questions cover the future of
Manchuria. Russian leases of the cad-
road and all matters to which the as-
sent of China is required by the
treaty. The impression here is that
Baron Kotnura, who is now at Pekin
in charge of the Japanese side of the
position, will look to all the railroads
below Kuantchu, except the .Liao
Tung blanch, to China. Russia has
not yet agreed to Japan's proposition
to raise the Tokio legation to the
rank of an embassy.
At a dinner of the Econonik dub
in Boston Gov. A. B. Cummins, of
Iona, and' Henry M. Whitney, Demo-
cratic candidate for lieutenant gover-
nor of Mlassachusetts in the recent
election, made addresses in favor of a
revision of the tariff.
The first solid train of canned peas
ever elsippecl from an American can-
Mng factory went out front a can-
plant at Longmont,
The Queen of Greece is credited
with being the only woman admiral in
the world, having received this honor
from the late Czar of Russia, who
was extremely fond of his beautiful
cousin.
tor in the Russian army, who is at
present a prisoner of war in japan,
has been elected an honorary member
of a scientific section of the Univer-
sity of Tokio.
A teamster in Oakland, Cal., ar-
rested for driving a lame horse, said
Ms employer was trying to. cure the
horse by Christian science and has
made him take off a poultace from
the horse's leg.
Mr. Chamberlain was forty when he
first wrote "M. P" after his name. Mr.
Balfour entered Parliament at twenty-
six, and Lord Rosebery was just of
age when he made his first speech in
the Lords.
Prof. William T. Hornaday is con-
aidered the leading American author-
ity on zoology. For ten years be has
been director of the New York
Zoological Park and is the author of
many technical and saweral 000ks of
travel.
Every three years eft Chinese domi-
eikd in Siam have to pay a small
poll tax. When tills has been paid the
collector tier a string around the
man's belt rise and fastens the knot
with a special official seek The
bracelet is the Chinese's receipt and
must be wore one month.
• Mr. K Vickery, a trading member
of the Methodist church in New
south Wales, has bought the Lyceum
Theatre and heist in 'Pitt street..
Sydney. and some adjoining prop-
erty for about ft7o,000, and intends
to hand the whole ever to the Sydney
Central, Methodist Mission.
s. .3 t• Dal/
That *it earth breathes is a well-
gown scientific fact. It is often to
be verified by that peculiar earthly
smell which arises immediately sites
a thunderstorm, the lowering of the
barometric measure causing the now
upward of air, just as it iv once more
squeezed downward When the baro-
meter rises.
REMOVE FOREIGN TROOPS -
Berlin, Nov. es—All the powers
have agreed to remove their troops
from the province of Chi Li.
Although the United States has no
troops there, the American govern-
ment has notified the powers as 2T1
act of courtesy of its agreement with
the decision arrived at.
It is not always the man who sits
• 
up stiffest in church who walks
lubscribe For The Register straighte.st in the worlef.• ICairo Morning Argus..4Subscribe for The Register. 4- Subscribe for The Reglater.
Worthy of a Good Husband.
(Boston Globe.)
The West Somerville young woman
who wrote to the South Dakota cen-
sus department that slit wanted a
husband and wished to get into cor-
respondence with a "refined, motel
person" among the surplus bachelors
of the praoirie state should be en-
couraged. Any girt with intiative to
write such a letter, courage enough
to avow her wish for a good hus-
band and energy to become the wife
of a western farmer should have no
difficulty in finding a proper partner.
Souk girls who want husbands—and
that all want them ir but natural--
are looking for a good, soft spot on
which to sit down while hubby does
the work. This girl finds no terrors
in the prospect of laborng in a farm
kitchen and sitting on the household
throne for which the atitlEir of ys _all
destined woman.
DEATH OF J. F. CONNELL.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE ult.
•
WEDS NiNGOIT 15
The Famous Original
MURRAY & MACK
And their Big Company in
Around the Town
The Latest Musical Satire of New
York Life.
Prices:- at, 35, so, 75 and Sinn
Seats on sale Tuesday at • a. m.
,4tat -He Missed
Gyer.---"Mor old • Sfiethusetaht I
feel sorry for him."
Myer--7"Becooae Irby??
Gyer-4-rad be lived to the present
writing he might have entered poli-
tics and became a candidate for Vice-
President."—Chicago News.
Sisterliness is, easily mistaken for
sanctification—by the man who has
it
ROME OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
‘Vashinatoa, D. C.. Oct. to, 1905.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tuck)", has comptiesi wt M the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "to
enable National Bankinit Associations
Sc extend their corporate ethernet,
and fear other putspesea': approved
July la, Alia, as amended 11 the Act
approved AprV Is, 1926;
NOW, TH REPORE, 3, William
B. Rodin*, Comptroilm ot the Cur-
rency. do hereby cerNfIVIlit 'The,
First National Baal of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in its
amended articles, of • association;
namely until ckwe of business on
October To. loss.
In testimony whereof witness my
hand and sea/ d offioe this Tenth day
of October, loos.
(SEAL) WM. .--PDCaELY,
Cornptrolk-r d'tfte-rtirTency.
Charter No. 1590. Extension No 932.
OLIVER, OLIVER & ld'GREGOR.
Former Editor of Mound City Enter-
prise ;passed Away.
Cairo, IC, Nov. 11.--•Mr. J. F. Con-
nell, former editor of the Mound City
Entertrrise, passed away at his home
in Mound City Friday after an illness
of a week's duration The deceased
lwas stricken with aft attack of priest-motile *bout a week ago and wads,-ally liew worse. He would have been3j*ars old, if his life had been spar-
ed until November aath. He is stir-1 
sired by • wife and seven children,
,six boye and one girl.
I The deceased *pent the greater part
of his life in the newspaper business
' 204 Was the editor et the Mound City
I Enterprise for nearly ten years andprevious to that time was the editor
of the Egyptian Press at Marion, Ill.,
and at one time was editor of the
, .. /
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Reston. Ky., rear bank.
Marshsll County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room tie Fraternity Buildings.
New Phone it
EXCURS
St. Louie and Tennessee River ,Feclt.
at company--the cheapest and bele
excursion Out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessice rwer
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. ellinturt.
and rest; good sezvise, wood' tab*good rooms, etc. Boots I. anal
Wednesday and Saturday, at
Par other information apply tes Jae.
Eoger, supetintencknt; Prank' L.
Brew; agast.
J. E. HENDCK JiG., MVP*
VS. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble:.
LAWYERS
a•••••a, • and 3 Register B.
ins. p3 T -2 BroadesiN
Practice in all the courts- of the-
state. Both ohdone Z.
NOTICE/P a
Highest price paid far wooed...hand
StoVes ar2e.
Ftirrnithre.
Buy anything and sell everyday.
azd-aao Court street. Old phone raze.
Clem Frusioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
IR. H. PUFirifeAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LA.W,
'Rooms s sod S Begisetr Hafidleig.
323 1-2 Broadway, Pules* lap.
Haw Phone ega.
SPECIALTIEllt
Abstracting of Mask
Insurance, Cesposerion and
Real Maas lam
7. B. harrison,
CITIF scrroanny
Attorney-et-Law.
Roma 13 and 14 Columbia Deadkag.
Old Phone res.
OPEL-
FLOURNOY & REED,.
wYElt
Rooms to, is and is. Cohmibia BUS
PADUCAH, ICY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
(114 Ptc'nt 3" 'Dr B T Hall
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want 7our clothes cleaned,
tired or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 3,9 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line el samples for tints
In the city. Snits made to order.
14.T.Rivers,M. D.
dintrtit 120 NORTH FtITH
TELEPHONES
Ilsoidince OfSee ass
-1--
D. 0. C444..IRKgs
ATTORNILY-AT-ZAW,
PADUCAH. MK.
Dismal Practice.
101-210 1r22211111ity
---Office also Park Bid's, Mayfial
  
rTentettallialentellt
A. S. DABNIST,
/ NT1ST—
Irtyseissest Buiding.
asenhatawrzwasmanimint
Slt, 74Cor. J. AMMO;
1111, Vow= arm maw
Sods Phases SU
' Mee hears II to zo to s
Ip. tn. and to 9 p. "1 rebreribefer THICTINOISTIIN.
Office with Dea. Rivera a Rivera, zee
Nova hilfth, Both Phone ssg
Residence 1•41 Clay, Old Phone, laps
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will poetise in all courts si Ken.
Wacky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Ranh and Trust
Co.. soil Breadhosy.
DR. W. C. EUISANKS.
(Homeopathist)
Office, 386 Broadway—Phone is..
Residenee, Sy Breeden..
Phone I*.
— 
°Sloe phone 251, littaidsneo phone eye
Vermin 13lythe
PHYSICIAN AND WItCHLOJI.
Doom 044 Pritendty Balding.
-
 411
Dr. J. T.'GILBERT
SIITSOPATHIC PHySICIAN ,
Phase iØ, leo vi Broad/MY.
PADUCAH, KY.
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